Screening in plasma with Bose-Einstein condensate is studied. Finite temperature effects are taken into account. It is shown that, due to condensate effects, the potential has several unusual features. It contains two oscillating terms, one of which is analogous to the fermionic Friedel oscillations in standard QED, and a power law decreasing term. In the T → 0 limit, only one of the oscillating terms survives. On the whole, any charge impurity is screened more efficiently than in ordinary plasma.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a well known fact that any interaction may be affected by medium effects. As an example let us consider the electrostatic potential generated by some charge impurity Q, that is described in vacuum by the standard Coulomb potential:
If the same interaction takes place in a medium, the resulting potential, called Yukawa potential, is exponentially damped, a phenomenon called screening:
In the last equation m D is the Debye mass, that depends on the medium features, such as its temperature, the mass and the chemical potential of the composing particles and so on.
It has been calculated for several media, such as a massive charged fermion gas (e.g. e − e + ) and the corresponding boson system (φ − φ + ) both at finite temperature T and chemical potential µ [1] . Some examples that can be found in the literature are plasma consisting of:
• Non relativistic fermions:
• Massless scalars without chemical potential:
Screening can be intuitively understood in terms of polarization: the charge impurity polarizes the medium and hence the resulting effective interaction is weaker.
Surprisingly, till a few years ago, no one has considered what happens when the interaction takes place in a medium with a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) component.
The BEC is a collection of particles which reside all in the same quantum state. Its existence was predicted in 1925 by S. N. Bose and A. Einstein, although it took 70 years to observe it experimentally. The first observation was performed in 1995 at the University of Colorado using a gas of rubidium atoms cooled to 170 nK [2] . It was awarded with the 2001
Nobel Prize in Physics.
To deal with BEC in quantum field theory (QFT) it is convenient to adopt a statistical approach. It is well known that the equilibrium distribution function of a collection of bosons is, up to spin counting factor: 
The first term in the right hand side of f B , that is proportional to a delta function and has amplitude C, represents the condensate. Using this formalism, the BEC is thus represented as a collection of particles of amplitude C, having zero momentum and spatially spread distribution function. 
II. THE MODEL
Let us consider an abelian gauge theory containing massive charged fermions and (scalar)
bosons:
and assume finite temperature, T = 0, global charge neutrality, Q = 0, and non vanishing fermion chemical potential, µ F = 0. As we explained in the Introduction, bosons condense at sufficiently high µ F , when one needs at least µ B = m B to maintain charge neutrality.
The BEC amplitude depends on the system temperature, on the fermion chemical potential and on the particle masses [5] :
The electrostatic potential U(r) is calculated from the time-time component of the photon polarization tensor Π µν , that enters the photon equation of motion as:
Π µν contains all the informations concerning the photon interaction with the other particles.
Technically, we calculated the photon Green function using standard perturbative techniques up to the second order in the coupling constant e. The thermal effects were taken into account by calculating the average of the propagator over the thermal bath [5] . As a result, the boson -see Eqs.(3) -and fermion distribution functions:
enter the calculation of Π 00 :
Once that Π 00 is known, the electrostatic potential U(r) can be calculated as:
When the BEC is absent, Π 00 is independent of the photon momentum k, hence the standard Yukawa screening comes from poles at purely imaginary k. In this case the Debye mass is
When a BEC is present, the situation is more complicated because Π 00 is k-dependent and infrared singular [5] :
As a result of the peculiar form of the photon polarization tensor, the electrostatic potential is a rather complicated function [5, 6] :
The first oscillating term comes from pole contributions analogous to the standard Debye screening. The same term without the temperature corrections was found in [7] by different technique. One can note that in this case the "Debye mass" is non analytic in the coupling constant e, being it proportional to √ e 1 . This term is the only one surviving in the T → 0 limit. The second term is a non-perturbative contribution rapidly decreasing as r −6 . In the limit µ B = m B , C = 0, it is modified to [6] :
We can conclude that the condensate always manifests itself by a strong asymptotic increase of screening. The third term in Eq.(10) is a finite temperature effect. It is analogous to Friedel oscillations in QED, which on the contrary are present at T = 0 and exponentially fade away at finite temperature -for a complete discussion on this point see [6] .
III. CONCLUSION
The BEC is a purely quantum state of matter having very interesting features. It can be realized in laboratory, a field of research that became very active in the last 15 years as well as in cosmological and astrophysical environments. For these last applications it is convenient to adopt a quantum field theory approach, even though the effects of BEC on quantum field theories are still not completely explored.
This talk is based on the papers [5, 6] , where we considered a simple abelian U(1) gauge theory including a BEC and analyzed the effects of the condensate on the interacting potential. In particular, we studied in detail the electrostatic interaction and found a very peculiar potential, that oscillates with distance and temperature, it is non analytic in the coupling constant e and screens very efficiently any charge impurity.
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